Beef: Big Nutrient Power in a Small Package
Ten Essential Nutrients and What They Do for You

Research shows the iron, zinc and B vitamins found in beef
play an essential role in developing and maintaining cognitive
ability in children and across the lifecycle.7-13
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Research suggests that many of the 10 essential nutrients
in lean beef, including high-quality protein, could be a dietary
solution to many issues facing Americans today.
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A Dietary Solution for Optimal Health

A growing body of evidence indicates high-quality protein
plays an increasingly important role in muscle maintenance,
weight management, and the prevention of chronic diseases
such as sarcopenia, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular
disease.4-6
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Naturally nutrient-rich foods such as lean beef also help
people get more essential nutrients in fewer calories. A 3-oz
serving of lean beef contributes less than 10 percent of calories
to a 2,000-calorie diet, yet it supplies more than 10 percent of
the Daily Value for 10 essential nutrients. You’d have to consume
18 oz of cooked chicken breast to get the same amount of zinc
and at least 7½ oz of cooked chicken breast to get the same
amount of iron as in 3 oz of cooked beef. In addition, lean beef
supplies signiﬁcantly fewer calories and more nutrients than many
plant proteins. A 3-oz serving of lean beef (about 150 calories,
on average) provides about the same amount of protein as 1½
cups of cooked black beans (341 calories) but in less than half the
calories.3
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hen it comes to choosing healthy proteins, lean beef
is a delicious and healthy choice for beeﬁng up your
high-quality protein needs. It’s also a perfect partner for fruits,
vegetables and whole grains, making it even easier to enjoy
a balanced diet to meet the Dietary Guidelines and MyPlate
recommendations.1,2
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* A 3 oz serving of lean beef provides approximately 17% of the highest
adequate intake for choline (550 mg).

Protein
A 3-oz serving of lean beef is an excellent source of protein,
supplying nearly half the protein most people need each day.
In addition, the protein in lean beef is a complete, high-quality
protein which means it supplies all of the essential amino acids the
body needs to build, maintain and repair body tissue. In addition,
coupled with physical activity, the high-quality protein in lean beef
can help you maintain a healthy weight, sustain weight loss and
keep a favorable body composition over time, and also promote
satiety to help you feel full longer.14,15

Iron
A 3-oz serving of beef is a good source of iron. Unlike plant
proteins, beef is the food supply’s most readily available and easily
absorbed source of iron. Iron not only helps red blood cells carry
oxygen to body tissue, it also plays an important role in cognitive
health, including memory, ability to learn and reasoning.16
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Zinc

Riboﬂavin

A 3-oz serving of beef is an excellent source of zinc, which is an
essential nutrient that fuels thousands of bodily processes, including
building muscles and healing wounds, maintaining the immune system,
and contributing to cognitive health. In addition to containing a high level
of absorbable zinc, beef also increases the absorption of zinc from other
foods when eaten at the same meal.17

A 3-oz serving of beef is a good source of riboﬂavin, which helps
the body use energy from carbohydrates, produce oxygen-carrying red
blood cells and promotes healthy skin and good vision.

Vitamin B12

A 3-oz serving of beef is an excellent source of vitamin B12, which is
needed for normal functioning of body cells and of the nervous system,
as well as lowering blood homocysteine levels, an amino acid that
increases risk for heart disease and dementia.Vitamin B12 works closely
with folate to form red blood cells.

Vitamin B6

A 3-oz serving of beef is an excellent source of vitamin B6, which is
important for a healthy nervous system and helps with the production
of antibodies which help the body ﬁght infection.Vitamin B6 helps turn
tryptophan into niacin and serotonin. In addition, along with vitamin B12,
B6 also lowers blood homocysteine levels.

Niacin

Selenium
A 3-oz serving of beef is an excellent source of selenium, a trace
mineral occurring naturally in many food sources. Selenium works
with vitamin E to protect the body from the damaging effects of free
radicals and may reduce the risk of heart disease.

Phosphorus
A 3-oz serving of beef is a good source of phosphorus, which helps
build and maintain healthy bones, normal blood pH levels and muscle
regulation.

Choline
A 3-oz serving of beef is a good source of choline, an essential
nutrient for humans that plays a vital role in cognition and long and
short-term memory functions. Choline works with folate to help
promote brain and memory development in growing fetuses and
newborn infants.18

A 3-oz serving of beef is an excellent source of niacin, which
promotes healthy skin and nerves, aids digestion, releases energy from
food and fosters normal appetite.
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